Celebrity
Wedding:
Miles
Teller
Marries
Longtime
Girlfriend Keleigh Sperry in
Hawaii

By Hope Ankney
In celebrity news, Miles Teller and long-time girlfriend
Keleigh Sperry have tied the knot! According to EOnline.com,
the celebrity couple got married over Labor Day weekend in
Hawaii. The ceremony was held in a Catholic church on Maui
while the reception was hosted at a beautiful waterfront venue
at The Ritz. A source told the publication that the celebrity
wedding was “very Hawaiian, just what the couple asked for.”
They toasted with champagne and thanked every guest for flying

there to be with them on their special day.

This celebrity wedding was a very
Hawaiian affair! What are some
themes
to
consider
for
your
wedding?
Cupid’s Advice:
Decorating isn’t always the best part of planning for a
wedding, but hosting a theme can really liven up the occasion.
Themed weddings are always fun as they allow a couple to
really express their style and creativity. It proves to be
much more immersive as the theme can tie into invitations,
hashtags, wedding cake, and more! Here are Cupid’s suggestions
of fun themes to consider for your wedding:
1. Under-the-sea wedding: A personal favorite is a wedding
that has an underwater theme because it is a fun and unique
way to entertain your guests! You can get crazy with table
decorations by incorporating brightly colored fish into the
centerpieces, print off aquatic invitations, and you can even
set-up a photobooth station with a sea-life backdrop for
everyone to take fun photos in front of. The color palette for
this theme is so varied, you don’t even have to worry about
colors clashing. And, if you’re invested enough, you might
even be able to host your reception at a real aquarium!
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson
Secretly Marries Lauren Hashian in Hawaii
2. Halloween wedding: A Halloween-themed wedding is one that
never fails to be a memorable event. If you enjoy the holiday
and love to dress up, consider this idea as one to plan your
wedding around! Guests could come dressed up to the ceremony
or reception in any costume they pleased as the decorations

and meal revolve around the spooky day. There’s not a shortage
of inspiration for ideas to really get into the Halloween
spirit. Besides, who wouldn’t want to come to a wedding that
doubles as a costume party?
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Bachelorette’ JoJo Fletcher
& Jordan Rodgers Get Engaged … Again
3. Game of Thrones wedding: With Game of Thrones ending
earlier this year, a themed wedding of the series is great for
any die-hard fan! Wedding planning can be quite the adventure,
but why make it seem like a chore when it can be filled with
mothers of dragons, iron thrones, and medieval undertones?
Host your ceremony in a woodland setting, wear a crystal
wedding tiara, have an hors d’oeuvre grazing table to feast
like kings, and really lean into the Game of Thrones universe
with your decorations. This themed wedding will excite any fan
that wants to experience the series one last time!
Have you experienced any themed weddings that you really
enjoyed? Leave your suggestions below!

